
VILNIUS	JEWISH	PUBLIC	LIBRARY	ROLE	IN	
MODERN	LITHUANIAN	IDENTITY	BUILDING	
–	FROM	EXCLUSIVE	TO	INCLUSIVE	

Žilvinas Beliauskas
Samuel Bak museum, Vilnius



• Lithuania was the last to be baptized in 1387 not to mention some earlier 
attempts. And there are initiatives to legalize old pagan belief as a traditional 
religion.



• Proud to defeat the Teutonic Order at Tanenberg 
(Grunwald) in1410.



• During the times of Vytautas Magnus (unitl 1439)



• In 1795 Lithuania falls under Russia.



• Uprisings led by Tadeusz Kosciusko 1831 and other in 1863. 



• National revival movement at the turn of the century.



• Post-war resistance to Soviets





Where	is	the	
meeting	Point	of	
the	Jewish	
narrative?





• Sometimes doing well



• Chaim Frenkel and his family





• Sometimes not so well



• Paneriai (Ponary)  



• Sergey Kovarsky Korablikov



TWO DAYS IN SEPTEMBER - Sergey Kovarsky - Korablikov

There are two days in September
When I light the candles 
And turn as silent 
As an emptied ghetto.

Being enflamed by memory 
I fly away to the past,
But there’s no vendetta  in my eyes
Just sorrow and pain - no vendetta!

Oh, how many wars and and new losses 
were initiated by old vendettas!
How plentifully blood and tears have watered the sprouts.

Today I put on my robe of Sadness 
As if it were a shroud 
Giving permission to enter the land 
Now sheltering the ghetto of Vilna.

I am from a past woods - 
A lonely unburnt bush,
Touched by fire
But surprised by staying alive.

The crackle of blackened branches 
as if of broken fingers:
Is all that remained
It’s all I hear and It’s all I see.

During those two days of mourning
the whole Earth is like one grave!
The sky…
as if a purple cloth on a gravestone.
The bedcover - 
Made of rough Lithuanian linen.
Everything soaked in blood.



Where	is	the	trauma	
in	both	Lithuanian	and	
Jewish	narratives?

Holocaust and Soviet repressions - 
where do they meet? 



• http://vilnius-jewish-public-library.com/en/category/
renginiu-kronika/ 

http://vilnius-jewish-public-library.com/en/category/renginiu-kronika/




• Molėtai march 2016



• Molėtai march in 2016



• Honoring Lithuanian Jewish fighters for Lithuanian 
Independence 1919-1923 in Kaunas with Amir Maimon



Where	is	
the	library

To face the past



To break through 
the layer of 
forgetfulness 

Samuel Bak museum, Vilnius



Al Jaffe pictures exhibition



Israeli Ambassador Amir Maimon - http://vilnius-jewish-public-library.com/2018/05/29/
ambasadorius-amiro-maimono-vizitas-diskusija-apie-izraelio-ir-lietuvos-patirtis/  

Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YAarPtBVNY 

http://vilnius-jewish-public-library.com/2018/05/29/ambasadorius-amiro-maimono-vizitas-diskusija-apie-izraelio-ir-lietuvos-patirtis/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0YAarPtBVNY


Historians lecturing about the Jewish history, musicians playing 
Yiddish songs and other events. Last year - 52 of them.



Main	message

There is a growing network of Jewish heritage significations and 
integration in Lithuanian common narrative.  

Vilnius Jewish Public Library is an important player among other 
cooperating institutions - Judaica Department in the National 
Library, State Jewish Gaon Museum, communities and other.  



International	cooperation	and	
networking	is	vital	for	

Vilnius	Jewish	Public	Library

Many thanks to the Association of 
Jewish Libraries!



Coperation	in	action
VILNIUS JEWISH PUBLIC LIBRARY CHARITY AND SUPPORT FOUNDATION 

The Vilnius Jewish Public Library Charity and Support Foundation (“Foundation”), a Lithuania-registered, non-profit organization, 
supports the educational and cultural programs of the Vilnius Jewish Public Library (“Library”).  Under a 2017 agreement, 

Remembering Litvaks, Inc. (“RLI”) accepts financial contributions dedicated to benefit the Foundation.  A U.S. taxpayer who 
contributes funds to the Foundation in this manner may claim a tax deduction to the extent permitted by American law.  The 

agreement also gives the Foundation the ability direct RLI to use these funds to pay U.S. carriers for the cost of shipping to the 
Library books and other materials donated by Americans. 

The Library was established at the suggestion of a private book collector, Wyman Brent.  Under the terms of a 2011 endowment 
agreement, the Vilnius Jewish Public Library was created within the county’s public library system and Mr. Brent donated to the 

Library more than 5,000 books on such subjects as Jewish culture, art, history, and religion.  This act of philanthropy followed in the 
example of Matisyahu Strashun (1817-1885), whose personal collection of books, including 5,700 rare Hebrew and Yiddish books 

and manuscripts, became the nucleus of the Great Vilna Synagogue’s world-famous Strashun library. 

The Library’s holdings have subsequently increased steadily as more donations of books and other materials have been received 
and the Library continues to welcome such donations. 

In addition to preserving and promoting the literature, culture, and history of Lithuania’s Jewish communities, the Library also strives 
to stimulate inter-cultural cooperation.  Thanks to the Foundation’s efforts, the Library hosts educational programs, public forums, and 
art displays at the Library’s facilities in downtown Vilnius and elsewhere in Lithuania.  For example, in late 2017, the Library launched 
project to bring a team of professional lecturers, researchers, librarians and musicians to nine cities and towns to present the Jewish 

influence on the social, political, and cultural development of Lithuania from the historical perspective. 

The Foundation also publishes a Jewish cultural periodical magazine, Brasta / Wade [The Fording Place]. 

More information about the Foundation can be found at http://www.vilnius-jewish-library-foundation.com/ and more information about 
the Library can be found at http://vilnius-jewish-public-library.com. 

For information regarding how to donate books and other media to the Library, please send an e-mail to info@vilnius-jewish-public-
library.com or or call +370-521-97748.  The VJPL’s mailing address is Gedimino pr. 24, Vilnius LT-01103, Lithuania. 

Financial contributions to RLI in support of the Foundation’s activities on behalf of the Library made be made by clicking on the 
button below. 



http://www.litvaks.org/
projects/vilnius-jewish-
public-library/	

http://www.litvaks.org/projects/vilnius-jewish-public-library/


Many	thanks	for	
listening!




